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NEWS | Chaffetz Out
Utah congressman Jason Chaffetz says
he won’t campaign for re-election in
2018.

STUDENT LIFE | Candy Land

SPORTS | Softball sweep

USU couple brings world candy to Logan.

Aggie softball snaps Weber State’s 14-game
home win streak

see PAGE 2

see PAGE 3

see PAGE 6

PHOTOS BY (from left to right) Katelyn Mahnken, Megan Albrechtson, Lucas Lyons
The USU rugby club competes agains Colorado State in October 2016, a USU water polo member practices scoring techniques during practice in April 2017, USU lacrosse competes in the Nelson Fieldhouse early spring 2017.

THE OTHER ATHLETES
By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Utah State University students are involved in

a wide variety of extracurricular activities.

For some, this means working with student

government, joining a college club or becoming

a part of the Hurd. But for others, this means

greater success in D1A,” Irvine said.

have heavy equipment to weigh me down. I

they have had some great success competing in

ing brother-like friendships that come from be-

For the 2016-2017 school year, Irvine says

new areas.

“Our successes this year are centered around

winning in new areas,” he said. “We have not
really played seven’s rugby, yet we placed third

grams.

The Campus Recreation Department at USU

works closely with each of the club sports to

help the programs succeed. Currently at USU,

in both tournaments we have attended and

team for USU. He initially chose to play rugby

are new to D1A but we beat the first team we

because he thought it would be exciting to try
something new.

Irvine said the team has had a variety of suc-

has chosen to get involved with the club sports

ing part of a team,” Johnson said.

team.

Johnson said he his team is a tight-knit group

of brother, and he enjoys the fun times they
have.

— Marty Johnson, USU rugby club member

there are 14 club sport teams students can join.
Chris Irvine is a senior on the men’s rugby

love the competitive atmosphere and the last-

I have developed a mentality that no matter the
score or how tired you are, never give up.

getting involved with the USU club sports pro-

“When you see us on the field we are all rowdy

was something I had seen before but had never

really had the chance to join,” she said. “I actu-

ally did not end up joining the team until one

day after a swim workout when they started

practicing. Someone just invited me to try it out
and I’ve been on the team since.”

Hunt said although the water polo team just

got restarted this year, they have grown a lot

then when it is game time we all get serious

has not been a team for the last two years. We

Johnson has learned a lot of lessons through

pete next year. We had one game against BYU

er.”

Nursing student Marty Johnson also plays for

around with each other,” Johnson said. “But
and know what has to be done.”

“Our goal was to reach D1A level, which is the

since his freshman year of high school. He fell

the score or how tired you are, never give up,”

playing it.

need to be the most focused and really push

goal, and in the future, we are looking for even

competitive swimmer growing up so water polo

played and had a blowout victory over anoth-

his time playing rugby.

ing a Varsity sport. We successfully reached our

“I had never done water polo before. I was a

and loud talking with each other and joking

the men’s rugby team. Johnson is currently the

highest level you can achieve without becom-

program. Hunt plays for the USU water polo

won the tournament that occurred at USU. We

cesses throughout his time at USU, but one of
their best was advancing to a new level.

Nachelle Hunt is another USU student who

team’s captain and has been playing rugby
in love with the sport as soon as he started

“I liked that we got to run the ball and I didn’t

“I have developed a mentality that no matter

he said. “When you are tired, that is when you

and she expects great success for their future.

“We are just trying to get started because there

are trying to have a solid enough team to com-

we won in overtime. It was fun to see and play
an actual game,” she said.

Jourdan Nabhan, one of Hunt’s teammates,

said getting to practice with the water polo

yourself until the last whistle blows.”

see “Club Sports” PAGE 6

Judge rules Torrey Green will stand trial BETTER
TOGETHER
counts of object rape — 11 in total. Cannell

the aggravated kidnapping law.

ping.

attorney, said the prosecution team was pleased

Wednesday that the state presented enough ev-

closing statements about 11 of the original 12

the alleged victims for coming forward.

Green, former Utah State University linebacker.

trial hearing is not to determine whether Green

By Morgan Pratt
OPINION MANAGER

First District Judge Brian Cannell ruled

idence to continue the trial against Torrey
Based on evidence presented in a pre-trial

hearing last month, Cannell found probable
cause for six first-degree-felony counts of rape,

three counts of forcible sex abuse and two

didn’t rule on one count of aggravated kidnapBoth the prosecution and the defense gave

charges against Green. The purpose of this pre-

is guilty, but rather to determine if there was
enough evidence to try Green in front of a jury.
Cannell didn’t rule on the count of kidnapping

because he wants to get more clarification on

Spencer Walsh, Cache County criminal deputy

with Cannell’s rulings today and he’s proud of

“We’re very grateful to the victims in these

cases for coming forward and reporting to law
enforcement,” he said, “and also their courage
for coming into the courtroom and testifying at
these preliminary hearings.”

Green’s attorney, Skye Lazaro, said there isn’t

enough physical evidence to try Green, saying
she thought at least one of the women who ac-

cused Green had “guessed or speculated on a
lot of her testimony.”

On June 6, the court will set a schedule to try

Green with the 11 charges. Those will most
likely include separate trials for each of the seven alleged victims.

“We’re hopeful that the judge will bind him

over at that time,” Walsh said.

The upcoming trials will help a jury determine

Green’s guilt but as of now, Green maintains his
innocence.

No plea deal has been offered and Green is

being held without bail.

Lazaro refused to comment on the case.

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
Former Utah State University Linebacker Torrey Green looks on during an evidentiary hearing, Wednesday, April 19, 2017, in Logan, Utah.
Judge Brian Cannell ruled Wednesday that there’s enough evidence against the former Utah State University football player, accused of
sexually assaulting seven women, for the case to go to trial.

USU interfaith initiative
hosts conference

— morgan.pratt.robinson@gmail.com
@morgpratt

By Bobbee Russell
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Utah State University’s Interfaith Initiative

will be hosting a conference April 21-22 at the

University Inn focused on getting rid of religious differences and encouraging all faiths.

Over 100 students from 10 university campus-

es in Utah and southern Idaho will be attending
this conference.

The conference’s sessions will help attendees

view relationships and communication through

“an interfaith lens,” said Bonnie Glass-Coffin,

the founder of USU’s Interfaith Initiative and
an anthropology professor at USU.

Glass-Coffin said that the challenge is to pro-

vide students — as tomorrow’s leaders in a

multi-religious world — with the vision, knowl-

edge and skills to navigate religious diversity in

ways that build cooperative relationships across

potential faith divides in service to a common
good.

see “Interfaith” PAGE 2
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USUSA BLOTTER
U TA H S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y S T U D E N T A S S O C I AT I O N

Notes from the USUSA meeting on April 18.
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers located in the Taggart
Student Center, and are open to all students.

1. This was the first meeting of the 2017-18
USUSA Executive Council. The meeting was
conducted by student body president Michael
Scott Peters, who was inaugurated Friday.

2. The council voted to hold all future meetings at 4 p.m. on Tuesdays instead of 5 p.m.

3. A-Week will continue until Friday and end
with the last True Aggie Night of the year.

Utah Rep. Chaffetz says he won’t run for re-election
half-million dollars by tapping into anger over
Chaffetz’s recent comment suggesting people

By Matthew Daly
ASSOCIATED PRESS

should spend their money on health insurance
instead of iPhones.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Utah Rep. Jason

Political unknown Dr. Kathryn Allen has

Chaffetz, a Republican who doggedly investi-

been transformed into a liberal hero for

gated Hillary Clinton before the 2016

calling out Chaffetz on Twitter, gaining an

presidential election but declined to investi-

early boost in name recognition.

gate President Donald Trump, abruptly

Chaffetz, the chairman of the House

announced Wednesday that he won’t run for

Oversight and Government Reform Commit-

re-election.

tee, also drew fire from Democrats after

Chaffetz, who has been rumored as a

saying he would not investigate Trump’s

possible candidate for Senate or governor,

business empire, given that he had promised

said that after consulting with his family and

before the presidential election that he would

“prayerful consideration, I have decided I will

investigate Clinton “for years” if she was

not be a candidate for any office in 2018.”

elected.

The 50-year-old Chaffetz had strolled to

“It’s a tough decision. I love serving in

four easy re-elections in his Republi-

Congress, but I love my family more,”

can-friendly congressional district. But he was

Chaffetz said in an interview Wednesday with

facing a surprising challenge from a Democratic newcomer who raised more than a

see “Chaffetz” PAGE 8

PHOTO BY AP Photo Molly Riley
In this Sept. 13, 2016 file photo, House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Rep. Jason Chaffetz, R-Utah speaks on
Capitol Hill in Washington. Chaffetz says he won’t run for re-election or any other office in 2018.

Wrestling coach takes the fight for gender
equity one opponent at a time
“After seeing me wrestle, I think they

By Anapesi Kaili
UTAH STATE NEWS SERVICE

Olivia Fatongia felt ignored when she first

arrived in Northern Utah.

Then 23 years old, Fatongia said she spent

weeks trying to get the leaders of Utah State

changed their minds,” she said. “We have now

playing out in the courts.

It wasn’t a pin. But Fatongia sees it as a

all become good friends.”

point in the right direction — another small

respect, nor was it the last. And these days

learned, must be fought one opponent at a

It wasn’t the first time she had to fight for

she’s fighting again – this time alongside the
wrestlers she coaches, who have taken their
struggle for equality from the mat to the

University’s wrestling club to take her seriously. courtroom.
“When I finally showed up to practice, they

Earlier this year, a U.S. District Court judge

took me lightly,” she said. “They thought I was

ruled that Central Davis Junior High School

a joke.”

had to allow one of Fatongia’s wrestlers to try

Then the two-time Hawaii state champion

out for the school’s previously all-male

and 185-pound national champion got on the

victory in an ever-so-slow battle that, she has
time.

The beginning of Fatongia’s wrestling career

started her freshman year in high school in

Hawaii, where her parents had migrated from
Tonga in hopes of pursuing the American
dream.

The first time she knew wrestling was the

wrestling team — at least so long as the

mat.

see “Wrestling” PAGE 7

federal lawsuit the girl’s mother filed is

“Interfaith” FROM PAGE 2
Hannah Bundy, a junior communication stud-

ies major, said that she feels the conference will

that is displayed around campus.

“Both of them have been instrumental,”

Glass-Coffin said.

Marsden, an undeclared freshman, said he

be a safe space for students of religious and

likes interfaith work.

a place to talk about subjects out of their com-

mate lists for all of the students who are staying

nonreligious backgrounds to feel like they have
fort zone.

Interfaith Youth Core (IFYC) is a national or-

ganization that promotes positive religious di-

He took on the task of putting together room-

at the University Inn and making sure that
they’re settled.

Marsden also communicates with partners

versity on college campuses. The interfaith

from other campuses.

sored by IFYC.

graphics and lawn signs and posting on the

leadership lab at Utah State University is spon-

This interfaith leadership lab is one of many

PHOTO COURTESY OF OLIVIA FATONGIA

Bundy has been involved with designing

conference's Twitter account.

that have been hosted on college campuses nationwide.

—b96russell@gmail.com

Seth Marsden and Bundy are the two students

@bjr24601

helping Glass-Coffin complete tasks for the
event.

Marsden and Bundy have collaborated on a

PHOTO BY Ethan Babcock
Seth Mardsen, Hannah Bundy and Bonnie Glass-Coffin meet in Old Main on the Utah State University in Logan, Utah to discuss plans for an
upcoming Interfaith event to be held on campus.

handful of tasks, such as designing the poster

EDINBURGH & HIGHLANDER

EDINBURGH

Best of the Best
• Single Student Apartments

• Living Room

• Private Bedroom and Bathroom

• No Parking Hassles

• Desk, Bed & Bookcase in each Bedroom

• Air Conditioning

• Fully Furnished

• Wireless Internet

• Laundry in each Apartment
• Modern Kitchen Facilities

• TV, DVD

710 North 700 East
HIGHLANDER

• Cable TV

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL DENNIS
(435) 770-2326

Accepting Applications for Next School Year and Summer

720 North 700 East
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STUDENT LIFE

TASTE THE WORLD
USU couple starts business bringing candy from around the world to Logan
By Alina Shaw
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

The couch has been pulled away from its orig-

inal spot against the wall in Devin and Cassie

Pierson’s home. Where it used to sit, stacks of
blue and brown boxes have been piled high,
lining the walls of the Pierson’s living room.

On the side of one of the boxes, the word

“Russia” has been hastily scrawled, on another
is a picture of a globe encased in a candy wrap-

per. In this small apartment, flavors from all
over the world have been assembled, sweets
and treats from countries like Japan, New Zea-

land, Holland, and Bulgaria fill these brown

and blue boxes. This is the Headquarters of
MapCandy.

MapCandy is a subscription candy business

created and run by Devin and Cassie, two Utah

y
nState University student entrepreneurs.
. “Customers go to mapcandy.com and sub-

scribe to receive a MapCandy package during

the first week of each month,” Devin said.

Compared to other candy delivery subscrip-

tions, MapCandy packages are filled with dif-

ferent global goodies, bringing diverse flavors
from all over the world into customers homes.

“Each package also comes with a “Cultural

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
Devin and Cassie Pierson display a sample box of MapCandy in their home in April 2017.

Flavor Exploration Guide” which folds out like
a map and shows you where each item origi-

nates and gives a brief explanation about each
item” Devin said.

“I think it’s a neat opportunity to try different

candies that you wouldn’t normally have be-

cause variety is awesome,” said Alex Gerber, an

interior design major. “There are so many good

and send it to you,” he said. “You don’t even

ing a lack of foreign snacks and drinks on the

Josh Kirk, Devin and Cassie’s web developer,

there’s candy from all over, why not try some

working together on the project.

candies out in the world.”

echoed a similar sentiment.

“I think it’s cool that you can order candy from

all over the world and they curate it for you

have to think… It’s a big world out there,
from somewhere else.”

The original idea for MapCandy came from

one of Devin’s friends, Derek Hastings. Notic-

American market, Devin and Hastings began
“Foreign candy is hard to find and expensive
see “Candy” PAGE 4

Mat Kearny comes to Bash

By Alina Shaw
A STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

A man in black with a thick, short beard,

sporting a dark fedora stares coolly out of the

Superman cape. As a singer-songwriter, you’re
trying to stand out and be unique.”

Kearney will be bringing his music, his guitar

and his hats to Utah State April 22 as USU cel-

ebrates the end of another school year with its

yellow and white posters pasted all over the

annual End of the Year Bash.

Kearney.

line performer, was made by the Utah State

raised in Eugene, Oregon. He kickstarted his

mittee. As the activities director, Emi Facer was

since released five albums and 11 extended

annual event.

iTunes artist whose third album, Young Love,

our office,” Facer said. “We look for artists that

and #4 on the Billboard Top 200 chart.”

and match them with our budget and see how

etic storytelling lyrics and rap bombast. In an

variety of students.”

said while writing his music, he kept asking

when he agreed to come and do the show.

mon and Kanye West were in a room together?”

er said. “It was a dream of mine to have him

known for his signature style, always sporting a

play. He was available to come and it worked

Utah State University campus. His name is Mat

The decision to bring in Kearney as the head-

Kearney is a musician who was born and

University Student Association Activities Com-

musical career in Nashville, Tennessee and has

heavily involved in the planning process of this

plays. According to his website, he is a “#1

“This is a conglomeration of effort between

debuted at #1 on the Billboard digital chart

are either up and coming or classic favorites

Kearney’s musical style is characterized by po-

we can create the best concert possible for a

interview with New Release Today, Kearney

himself, “‘what would it sound like if Paul Si-

Along with a unique pop sound, Kearney is

different kind of hat. In an interview with Mary
Colurso, Kearney said, “The hat has become my

Facer is a fan of Kearney and was thrilled
“I love Mat Kearney and have for awhile,” Fac-

and the National Parks and Allred come and
out really well.”

see “Bash” PAGE 7

PHOTO PROVIDED BY USUSA Events
Mat Kearny will be performing at the USU End of Year Bash on April 22, 2017.

STUDENT LIFE
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PHOTOGRAPHER

SPOTLIGHT

Yellowstone is one of my favorite places in the world, It’s kind of my personal Disneyland, so I spend a lot of time
there. While I was in the Lamar Valley in the northern part of the park, this bison calf decided to walk on over.
There’s something about springtime in Yellowstone that has a certain magic about it, and that’s why I love this
picture.
— Sam Brown, Statesman Photographer
“Candy” FROM PAGE 3
to buy and ship individually,” Devin said. “Ini-

tially, MapCandy was going to be a “one-stop-

shop” for all your foreign candy, but there were

too many inventory issues.”

After considering these potential problems,

the one-stop-shop idea evolved into a candy

talented people,” he said. “One of the things I

shipments, encroaching upon their personal

and chocolate-covered pineapple bits from Newo

starting a business at the same time is being

“It’s claustrophobic,” Cassie said. “As girls, we

“I like fruity candies and he likes more uniquee

really like about being a business student and

being taught and immediately applying what

but slowly the plants have been going away
er to the TV.”

orders, he orders things like Halva and Turkishc

I’m studying.”

Daniel Holland, one of Devin’s professors said,

while they are still in college. It helps to make

Just as the company evolved, so did the logo.

Cassie kept a stack of drawings in sheet protec-

tors showing the progression of their brand

ers so I love it when students start a business

against the wall and have plants and nice things
and the couch has been getting closer and closWhile being an entrepreneur has its pros and

cons, one thing Cassie and Devin do not com-

and the more adventurous consumers.

concept in the real world.”

lect what we believe to be the best tasting and

ply to their business, and go out and test the
Another one of Devin’s professors, Mike Glaus-

“We spend a great amount of time research-

many different countries,” Devin said. “We sehighest quality items to really make our pack-

through the center.

careers.”Utah State has many resources avail-

favorite is Halva, a sunflower-based dessert

Eventually, Cassie’s nine-year-old sister got

ahold of the picture and had the idea to wrap

up the globe like a piece of candy, incorporat-

ing the two major elements of their business

programs at USU, said he believes all students,

trepreneurial skills in order to have successful
able for student entrepreneurs. Workshops,

mentoring and even financing is available to

students “who are serious about building a
business.”

While Devin’s business experience with Map-

into one image. After some fine-tuning and the

Candy has made his classes more meaningful, it

be published on their website and printed on

time and attention to work, school and family

help of Kirk, the MapCandy logo was ready to

their boxes of merchandise.

Throughout this two year process, both Devin

really do like learning, but this is more fulfilling

we are pretty good at hearing each other out

and coming to the best solution for our brand

image.”

As a business major, Devin is able to comple-

ment Cassie’s creativity with his educational

background.

“I have been privileged to be a Hunstman stu-

dent, there is a great entrepreneurial spirit in

the school and I get to be surrounded by a lot of

Milkita Melon candy from Indonesia. Devin’s

from the middle east that is sometimes put on
toast. Other favorites include Turkish Delight

come

equipped to satisfy both the tentative tasters

e

“There are some products that are slightly likei

U.S products but then there are products thatI
are completely unique,” Devin said. “Our mis-c

sion statement is to create something that ev-w
eryone can look forward to every month byt
bringing cultural flavor to every door.”
— alina.haws@aggiemail.usu.edu
@AlinaShaw5

a

p
i
p
m
p

“I guess when you’re starting a business you

unique skills and talents.

“Sometimes we have differences of opinion but

After sampling candy from countries around

shipments

life.

have to give up a little bit of a focus on school,”

“Cassie has the creative touch,” Devin said.

ages a premium experience.”

MapCandy

has also taken a balancing act to devote enough

and Cassie have dedicated many hours to their

business, each contributing a different set of

A

Because Devin and Cassie differ in their candya

ing and sampling many different items from

the world, Cassie decided her favorite treat is a

sie said.

delight.”

tions to ask in class, see how concepts may ap-

their classes more relevant – they develop ques-

regardless of their major “need to develop en-

then I kind of just played around with it,” Cas-

all the stuff that looks safe to me and when he

preferences,

name. The first in the stack is a picture of a

“I drew this on an airplane two years ago, and

stuff,” Cassie said with a laugh. “Which is goodc

plain about is candy taste testing.

er the executive director of entrepreneurial

globe with the words “Map Candy” printed

g

because you need a mix of both, everyone hasa
different tastes.When I order samples I orderc

flow. In the next two and half years that fol-

idea into a reality.

Zealand.

like to have the couch where it belongs up

ing about how MapCandy relates to whatever is

subscription business, allowing Cassie and

lowed, MapCandy continued to evolve from an

space.

able to really be engaged in the classes, think-

“I think experience is one of the greatest teach-

Devin to have more control over their inventory

C
h
l

Devin said. “I really do enjoy being a student I
so this has slowed me down a lot from graduating.”

Cassie has seen the effects of entrepreneur-

ship in her own education as well.

“I’m taking a psychology class and I was tak-

ing anatomy but I actually ended up having to

drop it just because it’s either anatomy or

launch MapCandy, and I chose MapCandy,” she
said.

School isn’t the only sacrifice the Pierson’s

have had to make for their business. Their en-

tire living room is filled with boxes of candy

PHOTO BY Sam Brown
MapCandy boxes are on display around the Pierson’s home. MapCandy was started by husband and wife Devin and Cassie as a candy-subscription company.
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SPORTS

COLUMN: JAZZ REGULAR SEASON AWARDS
By Jason Walker
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The Utah Jazz’s regular season is in the
books. And though the team continues to
play in the post-season, there’s time to
hand out some regular season awards to
deserving players.
MVP: Rudy Gobert
Gordon Hayward has nailed down the title of “face of the franchise” with so many
nails you could make a bed with them. But
Rudy Gobert is the arms, limbs and torso
of this team. His overlooked greatness (by
the rest of the NBA) led the Jazz to 51
wins in yet another injury-ridden season.
Gobert has quietly become the best center in the NBA (yes he is, don’t argue). His
defensive prowess in the paint is unparalleled. Opponents shot 43.9 percent within
six feet when Gobert was around, the best
mark in the NBA for players who played at
least 50 games. For reference, the league
average for a shot within 10 feet is 56.2
percent.
The “Stifle Tower” also managed to lead
the league in blocks per game (2.6), defensive win shares (6.0) and defensive
real plus-minus (5.99)
On offense, Gobert was a model of efficiency. He posted a career-high field goal
percentage (66.4) and was third on the
Jazz in points per game (14.0). Gobert
also recorded the second-most games with
15 or more points (36) and third-most
20-point games (11). He was also second
in the NBA in offensive rating (129.1)
Most Interesting Man: Boris Diaw
Boris Diaw brought more than his experience and 6-8 250 lb. frame to Salt Lake
City. His baggage included a diverse set of
hobbies, interests and quirks not commonly seen.
Among his many exploits are: directing a
short film (with screenplay written by him
on a plane), written a children’s book,
gone on frequent African safaris and traveled to dozens of countries in Europe, Africa and Central and South America. Diaw is
also an amateur photographer, which has
come in handy on the safaris.
Diaw is also a connoisseur of wine and a
coffee expert. When playing for the San
Antonio Spurs, Diaw went so far as having
a cappuccino machine in his locker.
Most improved: Joe Ingles
Last season Joe Ingles was considered an
example of how bad the extent of Utah’s
injuries were. “We’re down to playing Joe
Ingles significant time,” fans said. He was
considered a fifth wing at his best. A guy
who played spot minutes and garbage
time. Now, he’s a starter in the playoffs
and a fan favorite.
Ingles finished third in the NBA in threepoint shooting percentage and led the Jazz
in steals (1.2 per game) in just 24 minutes
per game. He was also the team “ironman,” being the only player on the team to
play all 82 games in the regular season.
Ingles has become somewhat of a poor

man’s Gordon Hayward (if Hayward grew
up in Australia and had a more colorful
personality). And despite having the lateral quickness of a freight train, he is one of
the better perimeter defenders on the
team.
Best Hair: Gordon Hayward.
Biggest disappointment: Trey Lyles
This could have been Derrick Favors but
his disappointment came from an inability
to escape the effects of injuries past and
present. Lyles was just a failure. He became the poster child for the sophomore
slump, going from starting 33 games (in
80 appearances) his rookie year receiving
11 DNP-CDs (Did Not Play-Coach’s Decision).
From a numbers standpoint, Lyles’ season
doesn’t look so bad. He increased his averages in points, assists, steals, blocks and
free throw percentage. But that’s where
the improvements end.
While Lyles’ raw production stats increased, his efficiency fell through the
basement. His field goal percentage
dropped from 43.8 percent to 36.4 (38.3
to 31.9 from three-point range). His offensive rating plummeted from 102 to 95 (the
worst on the team) and his win shares
went from 2.3 to 0.8 (his offensive win
share total was -0.8).
Lyles’ defensive stats dropped, but not
significantly. Though that’s not much of a
saving grace considering one of Lyles’
main criticisms last season was his defense. And, as mentioned, it was worse
this season.
Most Injury-Prone: George Hill
It’s only fitting to have this award considering Utah’s season.
George Hill must have done something to
anger the basketball gods because he suffered way too many injuries this season.
And his weren’t like the lingering or recurring injuries which plagued Derrick Favors,
Alec Burks, Rodney Hood and Dante Exum.
Hill’s were all over the place from head to
toe.
During the season, Hill had six stints of
games missed due to injury, missing 33
games in total. The first injury was a
sprained thumb, for which Hill missed
eight games early in the season. Four
games after returning, Hill sprained his
toe and missed 13 games.
Seven minutes into the second game after
coming back from the sprained toe, Hill
took a hard elbow to the face from Phoenix Suns center Alex Len. Hill missed three
games due to a concussion and a lip so severely cut he couldn’t eat for several days.
Toward the end of the season, Hill sustained a groin injury which held him out
for six games.
— jasonwalker@aggiemail.usu.edu
@jwalk9267

PHOTOs BY Associated Press
(Top right) Utah Jazz’s Gordon Hayward, center right, is defended by Los Angeles Clippers’ DeAndre Jordan. (Lower right) Los Angeles
Clippers’ Chris Paul gestures for possession of the ball
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Softball sweep

SPORTS
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Aggie softball snaps Weber State’s 14-game home winning streak
By Logan Jones
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

Utah State softball dealt Weber a 5-0 loss
in Ogden Wednesday, snapping the Wildcats’ 14-game hot streak. The victory improves the Aggies’ record to 28-10 overall,
winning five of the past six contests.
“Today was a great mid-week win against
a tough in-state rival,” said Utah State
head coach Steve Johnson. “This deep into
conference play, it’s easy to overlook this
games, but we were focused from the start
and played well. April and Kellie both
threw well and the defense was solid be-

“Club Sports” FROM PAGE 1
team has been really fun. Nabhan was also a

hind them. It was really nice to see our offense get going again after a lackluster
weekend at Colorado State.”
Senior April Brown and freshman phenom Kellie White combined to allow two
hits, striking out four walking one batter
in the shutout.
The Aggies survived two hitless innings
before
rediscovering
their
normal
high-powered selves in the third. Junior
outfielder Jazmin Clarke singled to left
field before stealing second base — as is
her custom — for her Mountain West-leading 28th stolen base this season. Clarke
reached third on a single from Saucedo.

Provost brought Clarke home on another
single, then recorded her first career stolen
base by reach second with Saucedo in
scoring position at third. Provost Freshman outfielder Riley Plogger, one of the
Aggies’ most reliable hitters this season,
brought Saucedo home on a single. Plogger and Provost then managed a double
steal, scoring the third run of the inning.
The only Weber player to reach a base in
the next two innings did so on an error, as
the Wildcats struggled to find any offense
against solid Aggie pitching.
Utah State added some extra insurance in
the top of the fifth following a solo home

run from Provost. The Wildcats manage to
cycle through a trio of pitchers, but USU
managed another run in the top of the
sixth. The win was Utah State’s first in Ogden since 2013.
“Hopefully we can use this win as momentum into the big weekend series with
New Mexico,” Johnson said.
Utah State returns to home host New
Mexico on Friday, April 21, at 4 p.m. The
weekend series continues with a 4 p.m.
game on Saturday, April 22, and at noon
contest on Sunday, April 23.

fun with a group of people who are all working

game but never had the opportunity to play be-

able to develop friendships with guys from all

said.

said.

towards the same goal.

Lucas Lyons is a junior who is involved with

competitive swimmer before trying water polo.

the lacrosse program, another club sport on

sport.

2014. He originally became involved with the

She said the team has taught her a lot about the
“I’m super new but they will teach you tech-

niques and plays. They teach you how to block

cause my high school didn’t have the sport,” he
Lyons said being on a club sports team in col-

campus. Lyons has been playing for USU since

lege is different than any experience he has had

program because of his father.

that stood out on the field and now being on

“My dad went to school here back in the 80s

before. “In high school there were few athletes

her team the most over the summer.

started the USU lacrosse team,” Lyons said.

crosse program because of the opportunities it

the people we play with and the sport itself is

him to play lacrosse. However, he never played

ence.

spirit,” she said. “I will miss just getting to have

“I decided to play because I grew up loving the

“I just really love the sport. The atmosphere of

While Lyons was growing up, his father taught

really fun. I love having that team unity and

on an official team until coming to USU.

for USU students and he encourages others to
get involved.

“Lacrosse and club sports isn’t just a game, it

for your actions,” Lyons said. “Playing a club

team wasn’t recognized by the school. They

Hunt said she will miss getting to work with

Lyons feels club sports are a great opportunity

we have developed with each other over the

said.

were known as the USU blue devils but they

over the country is truly something special,” he

is an opportunity to be a part of something big-

so growing up I was exposed to Utah State. He

hard, but that is what makes it so fun,” Nabhan

@Logantj

this team there is talent everywhere. I love the

someone without getting fouled. It is super

also played lacrosse for USU. Back then, the

— logan.t.jones@aggiemail.usu.edu

team aspect of the sport and the brotherhood
years and over the season,” he said.

Lyons has loved being involved with the la-

has given him outside of the classroom experi-

“I have learned a lot about myself and about

how valuable experiences can be in life. Being

ger than yourself and hold yourself accountable

sport gave me more than an opportunity to play

lacrosse but to have experiences and develop
skills I’ll use throughout my life.”

— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu		
@shelbstoor11

PHOTOS BY (Clockwise from top left) Megan Albrechtson, Lucas Lyons, Megan Albrechtson
Rugby (left) and lacrosse (right) are two of 14 club sports offered at USU. (Bottom) The USU water polo team practices in the HPER pool to fine tune their skills for their upcoming matches.
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“Wrestling” FROM PAGE 2
right sport for her was when she was

embarrassed in front of a crowd at a tournament.

“I got pinned in the center mat at my first

wrestling tournament in Maui,” Fatongia

said, “and it killed my ego. I knew I had to
redeem myself and decided to take it
seriously and train harder.”

She also found motivation and inspiration

from her father, who is a general contractor.
“My dad is a hard worker and never com-

plained about working in the sun just so I

could receive an education and eat,” Fatongia
said. “I’ve never seen my dad prouder than
when the refs would raise my hand after a
victory.”

At first, though, it had been hard to convince

everyone in her family that the wrestling mat
was an appropriate place for a woman.

Filimone, one of Fatongia’s older brothers,

struggled with her decision to take up wrestling.

“Being from the Polynesian culture you

really respect the woman,” he said, “and I

didn’t want to see her doing something like
wrestling.”

But the treatment Fatongia got for being a

PAGE 7
girl wrestler angered him.

girls and she’s very detailed and strict with

for members of that sex have previously been

compete. She grew up wanting to do all this

Kehe Malafu. “It can be difficult for her

allowed to try out for the team offered unless

“It was hard,” he said. “I knew that she could

stuff, I mean she had two older brothers. She

wasn’t given the same opportunities and it was
hard to see her go through that… Once I saw
the potential and how much she loved it. I
gave her my support.

After moving from Hawaii to Utah for school

being mentally tough,” said Fatongia’s fiancé,
sometimes because the girls wrestling is not as
big here as it is in Hawaii, but the drive for
success does rub off on the girls when she

trains them. Parents recognize how great of a
coach she is so she’s in high demand.

Kelly Janis, a mother of one of the girls

limited, members of the excluded sex must be
the sport involved is a contact sport.”

The “contact sport” part of the rule didn’t

make sense to the Janis family, which took its
grievances to the court system.

Although the suit is ongoing, on Feb. 2 Judge

Robert Shelby granted a temporary order to

— and overcoming her fellow Aggies’ initial

Fatongia coaches, recently went to court with

tongia found an assistant coaching role at

permitted to wrestle at a junior high level.

drive, and motivation,” Kelly Janis said. “My

She was asked to work with the girls — and

either trying out for the high school team or

Wrestling helps the child mature and all assets

“When I was coaching at Logan I would try

daughter Kathleen was not given the same

reluctance to let her train with them — FaLogan High School.

often felt rebuffed by the boys.

to help the boys out, but they would refuse to
take advice from me because I was a girl,”

Fatongia said. “I’d tell them exactly what a

male coach would say after me but it didn’t
mean jack squat.”

If women were going to get respect on the

mat, she realized, they were going to have to

stop being seen as a novelty. There would have
to be more of them – lots more.

Today, Fatongia coaches girls ages 6 to 18

throughout Northern Utah.

“She knows how to get the best out of her

her 15-year old daughter Kathleen to be

As a ninth-grader, boys have the choice of

staying at the junior high level. But Janis’
choice. Kathleen had a choice of either

trying-out for the high school team or missing

out on an opportunity to wrestle for the school

allow Kathleen to try out.

“This sport teaches discipline, confidence,

daughter has blossomed right in front of me.
of life. It helps with decision making, in the

classroom and at home. The lessons wrestling
teaches my daughter — you can’t buy something like that.”

Janis credits Fatongia for imparting many of

she attended.

those lessons.

Association handbook does not use gender

has a quiet strength that can be felt when she

Title 34 federal athletic code states: “Where a

demeanor are exquisite. She has a very strong

Although the Utah High School Athletics

pronouns under its wrestling regulations, the
recipient operates or sponsors a team in a

particular sport for members of one sex but

operates or sponsors no such team for mem-

bers of the other sex and athletic opportunities

“She is absolutely amazing” Janis said. “She

walks in the room. Her character and her

spirit and that is reflected in her actions when
she coaches my daughter.”
— usns.usu.edu

PHOTO COURTESY OF OLIVIA FATONGIA

“Bash” FROM PAGE 3
Sarah Burton, a junior studying elementary

education, said while she has gone to the End

of the Year Bash in the past and enjoyed it, she
will not be attending this year.

“I don’t know who Mat Kearney is,” she said.

“The previous years I’ve known who the per-

formers are right off the top of my head so I can
know whether or not I want to buy a ticket.”

Michael Bishop, a master’s student studying

statistics, has other reasons for not attending
the event.

“I’ve heard of the end of the year bash, but I’ve

never gone,” Bishop said. “It’s just not really for
me, I’m just trying to finish classes and then I’ll
graduate this semester and head out.”

Chris Phillips, a junior studying chemistry said

he is also not likely to attend the concert because his classes are his top priority right now.

“I have finals to study for, it’s just not going to

work into my schedule,” he said.

Michelle Stokes, a junior studying dietetics,

said she is unfamiliar with Mat Kearney and his
music but the local artists and the concert expe-

rience motivated her to buy tickets for the
event.

“I actually don’t know the Mat guy at all,” she

climbed to #13 on the singer/songwriter chart.
John Allred’s album “Brave New World,” de-

fifth concert this month and I have two more

#6 on Billboard Heatseekers charts, according

night and the tickets are usually super cheap, it

buted at #4 on iTunes Singer/Songwriter and
to his official website

Linzie Hills, a senior studying exercise sci-

ence, said she is familiar with some of Mat Ke-

arney’s songs and so she planned to buy tickets.
“I’ve heard of him, I don’t know a ton of his

songs but the ones I do know, I really like, like
the ‘Ships in the Night’ one,” Hills said.

Hills also based her decision to attend on pre-

vious positive experiences at the End of the
Year Bash.

“I went to see Scotty McCreery my freshman

year,” Hill said. “It was really really fun.”

In previous years, the End of Year Bash has

featured artists from all across the board, Facer
said. The list includes Sean Kingston, Anberlin,
Parachute, He is We, Scotty McCreery, Charlie
Puth, Nico/Vinz and MKTO.

For those who love concerts, Burton said the

End of the Year Bash is a good way to celebrate
the end of the school year.

“It’s way fun,” Burton said. “You can have the

kind of mosh pit feel in the center if you want,
but you can also go to the sides too.”

Facer said there are usually 2,000 to 4,000

said. “Someone told me one of his songs and I

students and visitors who come to the event.

know!’ But we just saw National Parks at Logan

“Everyone is excited and having fun. A lot of

was like ‘I think I’ve heard that but I don’t

City Limits and we saw John Allred at
WhySound and both of them were like, ‘we’re
going to be there, we’re opening for the Mat
guy,’ so we bought tickets and we’re going to
go.”

National Parks and John Allred, two Pro-

vo-based bands, will be opening for Mat Kear-

nney. According to the National Parks official
.site, their first album “Young” released in 2013

“I love concerts!” Stokes said. “This will be my

“It’s just like any other concert,” Hills said.

people go so you’re with a bunch of friends and
it really adds to the college experience.”

Hills said she plans on going with some friends

or roommates and “whoever wants to get a
ticket.”

Stokes said she and her friend have already

bought tickets together and are excited for the
event.

next week. It’s just a great way to spend your

While Stokes enjoys going to the events, Facer,

and the activities committee enjoy planning
them.

“It’s something that I love,” Facer said. “I enjoy

was literally like a dollar, and it’s right at the

concerts and planning events for Utah State

Stokes said she feels as though the USUSA Ac-

me. The only difficult thing I would say is coor-

Spectrum so you can just walk there.”

tivities committee does a great job planning
these events.

“They are doing an awesome job,” she said.

“They put on a ton of events and I love going to
them.”

students, and so it’s the best of both worlds for

dination between all of the bands to ensure a
successful event for the USU student body.”
— alina.haws@aggiemail.usu.edu
@AlinaShaw5
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USU isn’t doing
enough about
sexual assault
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Letters to the editor

Letters should be limited to 400
words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar letters.

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any individuals. Any letter directed to a specific individual may be edited or not
printed.

HAILEY MARIE

— Hailey Maire is from California and
Massachusetts; she came back out west for
school. She ecently came out from volunteering in DC. I want to work in Mental
Health and really enjoy learning more
about Logan and what is out here.

— mairehd@gmail.com

This past Wednesday I attended the Walk a

Mile in Her Shoes event on campus sponsored

by SAAVI. I was impressed with the efforts taken by the seemingly countless amounts of vol-

unteers, and organizations who helped make

the event a success by lending their support
and encouragement to those walking in the

event. There were advocates from all parts of
the community, united together by a single

cause, putting an end to the destructive violent

and abusive practices of sexual assault. It was
great to see the vast variety of resources avail-

able to help victims of sexual assault, but to
help educate individuals on the truths of the
matter. It did not just concentrate on how to

help the victim, but in empowering individuals

volve themselves this year. They walked by,

pening. Among the vast amount of the commu-

stay. The influences the student athletes have

to use measures to prevent assault from hap-

nity who turned out, one specific group’s lack
of attendance stood out: The USU athletic department.

With recent events of USU athletics coming

under the microscope for their treatment of
sexual assault, one would think that they would

try to participate in such a large program.
Teaming with SAAVI (Sexual Assault and An-

joked a bit with the people there, but did not

and include a phone number or email

disrespectful to their ‘values’ and goals. SAAVI

tification number (none of which is

ment’s lack of involvement in these activities is
and events like this one are the easiest places to

contribute to their goal of educating their play-

The athletic department believes that with the

athletes on important issues dealing with sexu-

to wear the heels to participate, so if the play-

ers are worried of breaking an ankle or ruining
their ‘reputations’ they would have other options for volunteering in the event. Players

were given the opportunity to come and sup-

port the event by different avenues, but the

Athletic Office did not make a priority of the
event, so neither did its players. They have

published).

nity was ignored!

be more involved in the well-being of their

ty. The event does not require actually having

address, as well as a student iden-

ers on sexual assault and consent. The opportu-

appearance of one speaker (last October) they

players and of those within the USU communi-

lished. Writers must sign all letters

on the USU community is large and the depart-

ti-Violence Information Office) would mean a

definitely step in the right direction of trying to

No anonymous letters will be pub-

have made their stand of wanting to educate
al assault and consent. Efforts need to be con-

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must

tinued in order to truly educate the whole ath-

have a singular representative clearly

around campus, and more publically within the

tion information.

letic department. With sexual assault happening
athletics department, more effort needs to be

stated, with all necessary identifica-

made in order to help bring awareness to a
problem that affects everyone. Players do not
need to go around wearing heels to make this
apparent, but do need to at least show up.

Writers must wait 21 days before

been involved before, but did not chose to in-

submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

“Chaffetz” FROM PAGE 2
KSL Newsradio in Salt Lake City. “I really

meant it when I said I was going to get in,
serve and get out.”

Running for Utah governor in 2020 is a

possibility, Chaffetz said, but he’s not willing
to commit one way or another.

“I’m trying to leave the door open for

possibilities down the road,” he said.

Chaffetz led a nearly two-year investigation

into Clinton’s use of a private email server

while she was secretary of state, continuing

the inquiry even after the 2016 election. And
he and other Republicans asked the Justice
Department to investigate whether Clinton

lied to Congress during her 2015 testimony
to House Benghazi panel.

In a statement on Facebook, Chaffetz noted

that he has long advocated that public service
should be for a limited time. He said that
after more than 1,500 nights away from
home, “it is time” to step aside.

Chaffetz said he has “no ulterior motives”

and is healthy and confident he would be
re-elected.

House Speaker Paul Ryan tweeted that

Chaffetz is “a great defender of liberty and
limited government” and wished him the
best.

Still, Chaffetz has run into political turbu-

lence. He was met by frequent, deafening

boos at a February town hall as constituents

and Trump won the district by 24 points.

Trump’s tax returns to Planned Parenthood.

Trump, he did criticize a top Trump aide who

me a second,” as audience members in a Salt

a cable TV appearance from the White House.

grilled him on everything from investigating
Chaffetz repeatedly said, “hold on,” and “give
Lake City suburb reacted negatively to nearly

all of his statements and implored him to “do
your job” and investigate Trump.

In a CNN interview in March, Chaffetz was

asked how lower-income Americans would

While Chaffetz declined to investigate

promoted Ivanka Trump’s fashion line during
Chaffetz called Kellyanne Conway’s actions
“wrong, wrong, wrong” and joined Cum-

be seeking to avoid a potentially embarrass-

that they just love, and they want to go spend
hundreds of dollars on that, maybe they
should invest in their own health care.”
The remarks triggered a firestorm of

criticism on social media with people

Elections and Democracy, said Chaffetz may
ing primary loss or close race in 2018 that
could hurt his prospects for the 2020
governor’s race.

“It’s still somewhat surprising to me,”

Karpowitz said. “It seems that at the first sign
of trouble, he’s decided not to run.”

Chaffetz is at least the seventh House

comparing how many iPhones they could buy

Republican to resign this year or announce

tens of thousands of dollars. Chaffetz later

Trump’s Cabinet. Rep. Kristi Noem of South

if they didn’t have to pay medical bills in the
conceded on Fox News that his point about

people being self-reliant didn’t come out as
smoothly as it could have.

Half of the voters are registered Republi-

cans in Chaffetz’ 3rd congressional district,

plans to retire, including four who left to join
Dakota is running for governor, and Reps.

Sam Johnson of Texas and Lynn Jenkins of
Kansas are retiring.

Associated Press writers Alan Fram in

which stretches from suburban Salt Lake City

Washington and Brady McCombs, Michelle

includes heavily conservative Mormon areas.

contributed to this story.

to desert towns in southeastern Utah and

Chaffetz won 73 percent of the vote last fall,

online.

Chris Karpowitz, co-director at Brigham

repealed by congressional Republicans.

“Maybe rather than getting that new iPhone

editor. But all letters will be published

Ethics to review the matter.

Young University’s Center for the Study of

“Americans have choices,” he responded.

right to not print every letter to the

mings in asking the Office of Government

get access to health insurance if the Afford-

able Care Act, also known as “Obamacare,” is

The Statesman editors reserve the

Price and Hallie Golden in Salt Lake City

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.
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Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the humane
thing. Donate it to the Humane Society. Call
1- 800-849-1593
Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get the savings.
17 Colors prime material, cut to your exact
length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS
Miscellaneous
DEMOLITION DERBY 4/4/17 Hinckley
Lions Club Demolition Derby July 4, 2017
Delta, Utah $21,000 Prize Money Limited
Weld, Bone Stock, Trucks, Mini Derby, Figure
8 Robert Dewyze 435-496-3750.
Safe Step Walk-In Tub #1 Selling Walk-in
Tub in North America. BBB Accredited. Arthritis Foundation Commendation. Therapeutic Jets. MicroSoothe Air Therapy System
Less than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. American Made. Call 800-6821403 for up to $1500 Off.
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO cost
to you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
Now! 1- 800-914-8849
Spectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed No
contract or commitment. We buy your existing
contract up to $500! 1-800-608-3361
DISH TV - BEST DEAL EVER! Only
$39.99/mo. Plus $14.99/mo Internet (where
avail.) FREE Streaming. FREE Install (up to
6 rooms.) FREE HD-DVR. Call 1-800-6111081
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,

———

copy editors
———

Parker Atkinson

video content
manager
———

FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
ADVERTISING@USUSTATESMAN.COM
435.797.1775

Follow us on:
@UtahStatesman
/UtahStatesman

just real people like you. Browse greetings, exchange messages and connect live. Try it free.
Call now: 800-359-2796

@UtahStatesman

HELP WANTED
Earn $1000-$3500 and more a month to
drive our cars and suvs around town.
www.CarSuvJobs.com

Distressing Thoughts That Won’t Go Away?
You may be eligible to earn $30 and
Psychology course credit (if offered by
your instructor) for participating in a
study investigating how to deal with
intrusive thoughts such as fear of harm,
fear of germs/contamination,
unpleasant sexual/immoral thoughts, or
the feeling that things need to be
arranged in a certain way.

MOTORCYCLES
2009 Kawasaki Vulcan 900 cc Custom
Twin
This bike is in brand new condition with
only 2,685 miles. Accessories: Windshield,
Leather saddle bags, Crash bars,
Luggage rack and Sissy bar.
Email c.salzberg@usu.edu 435/770-1926

If interested or have questions, contact
Brooke Smith at (435) 797-8303 or
brooke.smith@usu.edu

Requirements
• Must be 18 years of age or older
• Participate in two lab-based sessions
(3 hours total)
• Sessions will include measuring
heart rate, sweating, and
breathing
• Complete 1 week of short tasks at
home

PI: Dr. Michael Twohig: michael.twohig@usu.edu
IRB #7849

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
SUMMER OPENINGS AT BROOKLANE
APTS....
Features private bedrooms attached to
private bathrooms, washer/dryer, two
separate living rooms, dishwasher, selfcleaning oven, semi-furnished. Only $650
plus deposit. Call now at 435-753-7227 or
stop by at 645 East 900 North, #1
(Manager) for a tour. (www.brooklaneapartments.com) or
Email brooklane.apartments@gmail.com
Brentwood, Lynwood, Edgewood Private
Bedroom/Bathroom, Washer/Dryer,
Furnished, Dishwasher, Microwave,
Internet, Cable. From $600 Entire
Summer! Call or text (435) 770-7826 or
visit our website @ www.logancrestwoods.
com for more information.

STORAGE
Moving? Don’t haul things home.
Storage starting at $40 per month. Visit
www.SouthCacheStorage.com or call
South Cache Storage 435-755-5052.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Woman’s wedding ring found in Logan
cemetery. Call (435) 757-7521 to
describe.

@UtahStatesman

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR
BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND.
Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL
1-800-360-4120

Mark Bell

opinion manager

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DEMOLITION DERBY Hinckley Lions
Club Demolition Derby July 4, 2017 Delta,
Utah $21,000 Prize Money Limited Weld,
Bone Stock, Trucks, Mini Derby, Figure 8
Robert Dewyze 435-496-3750.

design managers

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

Need help paying
your RENT?

Bear River Regional Housing
Authority is accepting applications for
their monthly rental assistance
program.
The Housing Authority has
preferences for families, people with
disabilities and the elderly.
Please contact Bear River Association
of Governments (BRAG) at
(435) 752-7242 or come to our office at
170 North Main, Logan, Utah or
2535 S HWY 89 Perry, Utah.
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CALENDAR | APRIL 20-23
A
AD
DD
D Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY, APRIL 20
After School Activity: Lego
Club

Big Fish

Logan City Library

7:30 p.m.

Free, 3:30 p.m.

Utah State University

Parenting the Love and
Logic Way

Combating Finals Anxiety

Logan City Library

2:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

Utah State University

FRIDAY, APRIL 21
Danger 5

Farm Animal Only Days

30 Federal Ave

American West Heritage Center

7 p.m.

All Day

Living with Alzheimer’s
Educational Series

Toddler Story Time

Logan City Library

10:10 a.m.

11 a.m.

North Logan City Library

SATURDAY, APRIL 22
1st Annual USU Soapbox
Derby
1900 N 1900 E, North Logan
1 p.m.

Allred
Utah State University
7 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 23
Cache Singles Fireside
Willow Park LDS Church
340 W 700 South
7 p.m.

Dream Rocket Project
Opening and STEAM Fair

Fat Paw

419 W 700 South

7 p.m.

11 a.m.

30 Federal Ave

